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NC NEXUS

• Exploratory project examining exome sequencing 
in the context of newborn screening
– Assessing performance of sequencing as a screening 

test
• 200 “known” affected infants and children
• 200 “unknown” healthy newborns

– Studying parental decision-making about whether or 
not to have their child undergo exome sequencing, 
and their decisions about whether to learn about non-
medically actionable information



This is what a “significant risk” determination results in…



NC NEXUS IDE submission

• Analytic validation 
– Difficult to know how to respond

• Commercial saliva collection kits
• Automated DNA extraction in core facility
• Library preparation using commercial exome kits
• High-throughput sequencing in core facility
• Standard bioinformatics pipelines

– We did not independently “validate” the kit 
components; we did specify the QC steps that 
would be followed



NC NEXUS IDE submission

• Sections included (among others)
– Report of Prior Investigations

• Description of exome sequencing pipeline
• Pilot study of exome preparation from saliva DNA

– Investigational Plan
• Brief reiteration of wet lab and bioinformatics
• Detailed information about variant analysis and 

categories of results to be returned

– Appendices with detailed laboratory SOP



NC NEXUS IDE submission

• Validation of sequencing
– Referred to publications on NGS technique
– Mentioned our previous experience in exome

sequencing of ~600 individuals
• Did not have extensive validation of “knowns”
• Sanger confirmation of any variants to be reported, 

with >99% confirmation rate

• FDA had questions about False Positive and 
False Negative results…



Analytic Validity

• Measures the ability of an assay to accurately 
detect an analyte
– Sensitivity:  “How often is the test positive when a 

mutation is present?”
– Specificity:  “How often is the test negative when 

a mutation is not present?”
– Also concerned with reproducibility and 

robustness of the assay

http://www.cdc.gov/genomics/gtesting/acce/acce_proj.htm
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Variant Calling

• Short reads with individual base quality scores
• Reads aligned to a reference sequence

– Affected by base quality, reference completeness, 
genomic architecture, genetic variation

• Variant calling as a statistical inference based 
on observed bases
– Tunable algorithms can adjust 

sensitivity/specificity
– Allele fraction thresholds or Bayesian inference for 

determining heterozygosity/homozygosity
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Technical FN and FP of NGS are 
somewhat of a “blind spot” without a 
gold-standard “truth” set
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Technical FP can be minimized by 
orthogonal confirmation, in which 
case the rate of technical FP of NGS is 
less important (except in cost of 
orthogonal testing)
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If the orthogonal method is 
considered to be the “truth” then the 
technical FN will include the biases of 
the orthogonal test

• Region absent from library
• Low coverage region
• Incomplete reference genome
• Type of variant not accurately 

“called” (eg. triplet repeat, CNV)

• Sequencing artifact
• Type of variant not 

accurately detected by 
platform (eg. small 
indel)

• Genomic architecture 
(homopolymer region, 
pseudogene)
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The orthogonal confirmation method can rescue some of the 
potential confusion regarding zygosity of the called variants  
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The reality is that test “positives” and “negatives” depend 
on thresholds set at the level of the variant calling 

algorithm (quality, depth, allelic ratio, posterior probability)
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Stringent 
threshold =
• More FN
• Fewer FP
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Relaxed 
threshold =
• Fewer FN
• More FP
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Variant calling threshold becomes a pragmatic decision – the 
“confirmation rate” (eg. by Sanger sequencing) is correlated 
with the statistical probability that a variant is present.
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One could empirically determine the “optimal” threshold based 
on rate of conversion between TP/FN and FP/TN.

But that costs $$$
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Should a researcher be responsible for quantifying variant calling 
accuracy before engaging in research?  Or is it enough to understand 
that choices made in the informatics pipeline will affect these 
parameters?  Does it depend on the research question?



What do we know about the accuracy 
of NGS variant calling?

• A great deal of work has been done:
– Comparing different sequencing platforms
– Comparing different variant calling tools
– Comparing multiple combinations of sequencing 

and variant calling tools

• My take-home:
– Nothing is perfect
– There is room for improvement
– Things are constantly getting better





FDA’s own effort



Validation on gold-standard materials

• Genome-in-a-bottle consortium is working 
with NIST to provide reference materials that 
can be used to validate sequencing platforms 
and variant calling procedures

• Extremely useful for clinical deployment of 
NGS technologies

• Is it necessary to use this in research?
• Should researchers re-validate with every 

change in their platform/pipeline?



Clinical Validity

• Understanding whether a finding is “real” or 
not is important, but determining what it 
“means” is critical
– Is the variant a pathogenic disease-causing 

variant, or a normal polymorphism?
– Is the gene truly associated with disease?
– How well does the case-level data (phenotypic 

and genotypic) provide an “answer”?
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Again, the “ideal” test performance 2x2 table
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Variant pathogenicity

• Assessment is based on 
review of multiple 
heterogeneous data types
– prior literature
– allele frequency
– protein effect, computational 

predictions
– functional assays (when 

available)
– family segregation / allelic 

data



• Five accepted categories of classification
• “Known” pathogenic and benign variants have 

>99.9% certainty
• Thresholds for “likely pathogenic” and “likely 

benign” variants differ
– IARC = 95%; ACMG = 90%; individual lab rubrics
– No generalizable methods for quantifying likelihood

• VUS spans a wide range of probability



Gene-disease association

• How strong is the 
evidence that variation 
in a given gene causes 
the disease in question?

• What genes should be 
included in a multiplex 
test?

• What genes should be 
analyzed in a genome-
scale test?
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Case level data – phenotypic “fit”

• When reviewing variant data, the analyst also 
needs to consider whether the phenotype is 
consistent with the condition of interest
– If so, the finding is a “diagnostic” finding
– If not, the finding is a “secondary” finding

• How much phenotype data is needed?  How 
should genes be prioritized for analysis?

• How are the “results” categorized?
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?

?

?
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?
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How does one validate the clinical sensitivity 
and specificity of a genetic sequencing test?



Simplest example - HbS

• Sickle cell disease can be identified clinically 
by pathognomonic red blood cell shape

• The condition is caused by homozygosity for a 
single pathogenic variant – HBB p.Glu7Val

• Analytic performance thus directly determines 
Clinical sensitivity and clinical specificity:
– Can NGS accurately detect the nucleotide 

substitution?



More complicated example - CF

• Cystic fibrosis is clinically recognizable by early 
failure to thrive chronic bronchiectasis, 
abnormal sweat chloride level

• The condition is caused by biallelic variants in 
the CFTR gene

• ClinVar has ~250 high confidence pathogenic 
variants (reviewed by Expert Panel or Practice 
Guideline)



• CFTR sequencing expected to have ~96% clinical sensitivity for biallelic mutations, and 
100% sensitivity to detect at least 1 mutation (either alone or with second VUS?)



Even more complicated example –
Hereditary ovarian cancer

• 10-15% of ovarian cancer is associated with 
rare hereditary cancer syndromes

• Moderate genetic heterogeneity (~10 genes 
with strong disease association)

• Variable data on proportion of cases 
accounted for by different types of variants

• Difficult to assess false negatives because 
most ovarian cancer cases are multifactorial





Ridiculously complicated example –
Syndromic Intellectual Disability

• Intellectual disability is relatively common, highly 
heterogeneous 
– Can be genetic, non-genetic, or multifactorial
– Molecular etiologies include chromosomal, single 

gene (recessive, X-linked, de novo), epigenetic
• >800 genes have been reported as causing 

intellectual disability
– With varying degrees of evidence
– Virtually none of them have systematic data about the 

proportion of cases caused, or the contributions of 
different types of variants
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How does one validate the clinical sensitivity 
and specificity of a genetic sequencing test?



The good news

• FDA accepted our proposal without excessive 
requirements for prior validation
– With the use of CLIA Sanger sequencing as 

confirmation for all variants returned
– Understanding that the goal of research was not to 

commercialize
• Genome-scale sequencing vastly out-performs 

traditional testing in terms of diagnostic yield
– Ability to interrogate hundreds of genes 

simultaneously enhances diagnostic efficiency
– Practitioners need to understand potential reasons for 

false negatives (even if they cannot be quantitated)
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